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ABSTRACT

This research discusses how the empty box won in the 2018 Makassar Regional Head Election. This phenomenon became the elections’ history where a single candidate failed to win the election. Ten political parties consisting of Functional Groups Party (Golkar), National Democratic Party (NasDem), Indonesian Democratic Party of Struggle (PDI-P), United Development Party (PPP), Crescent Star Party (PBB), Great Indonesia Movement Party (Gerindra), Prosperous Justice Party (PKS), People’s Conscience Party (Hanura), National Mandate Party (PAN), and Indonesian Justice and Unity Party (PKPI), promoted a single candidate pair. This study aims to describe how the movement of empty box volunteers in the Makassar Regional Head Election. This research uses a qualitative method. Selection of informants using a snowball sampling technique, and using social movement theory. There are three parts to this theory: 1) Complaint theory. Public disappointment over a candidate pair’s disqualification and consider the election organizer unfair; 2) Mobilizing structures theory. Analyze the voluntary movement of empty boxes to gather mass support and sympathizers during the election; and 3) Framing theory. Analyze the use of issues and methods of spreading the issue. This research found that the empty box phenomenon in Makassar Regional Head Election, unlike in the elections in other areas where the single candidate did not have an opponent, in Makassar, one of the candidate pairs was disqualified due to violation. It made the community, supporters, and the success team feels disappointed with the
General Elections Commission’s decision. This disappointment also resulted in the emergence of the empty box volunteer movement. Movements of empty box volunteers to gather mass support and sympathizers through door-to-door socializing, leaflets, flyers, and banners call to action to win empty box and use social media and online media as campaign tools.
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1. Introduction

General elections or elections, according to India Samego, are also called “Political Marketing.” General elections are political markets where individuals/communities interact to carry out social contracts (people agreements) between general election participants (political parties) and voters (people) who have the right to vote after first carrying out a series of political activities (Rahman, 2007).

The general election system is one of the systems for people to elect their representatives. In legislative elections, the electoral system transfers the number of votes into the number of seats in the legislative institutions, whereas in the elections for the President, Governor, and Regent/Mayor, the number of votes obtained is the determinant of victory in general elections (Gaffar, 2006).

Simultaneous regional elections are one of the developments in general elections in Indonesia. One of the goals of the simultaneous regional elections is to save the state budget. Simultaneous regional elections have been running for three periods since 2015, 2017, and 2018. Simultaneous regional elections gave rise to a new term; a single candidate pair competed with an empty box. In the 2015 simultaneous regional elections, the term empty box has not yet appeared. If there is a single candidate pair, the ballot papers will only display options agree and disagree at the bottom of a single candidate pair’s picture (Badan Pengawas Pemilihan Umum Republik Indonesia, 2015). Only then, in the next simultaneous regional elections in 2017 and 2018, the ballot papers display a single candidate pair’s picture side by side with an empty box (Komisi Pemilihan Umum Republik Indonesia, 2017).

In the 2015 simultaneous regional elections, consisting of governor elections, mayor elections, and regent elections, covering 269 regions consisting of 9 provinces, 36 cities, and 224 regencies (Dirgantara, 2015; Suara.com, 2015). In the 2017 simultaneous regional elections covering 101 regions consisting of 7 Provinces, 18 Cities, and 76 Regencies (Widyasari et al., 2019; Liputan6.com, 2016). In the 2015 simultaneous regional elections, there were three regions with single candidate pairs, namely Blitar Regency, Tasikmalaya Regency, and North Central Timor Regency (CNN Indonesia, 2015).

Then in the 2017 simultaneous regional elections, there were nine regions with a single candidate pair, including Pati Regency (Darmawan, 2017), Tulang Bawang Barat Regency, Landak Regency, Buton Regency, Tebing Tinggi Regency, Tambrauw Regency, Jayapura City, and Sorong City (Komisi Pemilihan Umum Republik Indonesia, 2016). Whereas in the 2018 simultaneous regional elections covering 171 regions and 16 of them with a single candidate pair.
Table 1. Number of Regions and Regional Head’s End of Period in the 2018 Simultaneous Regional Elections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Regional Category</th>
<th>Regional Head’s End of Period</th>
<th>Number of Regions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Province</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Regency</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Municipality</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Number of Regions</strong></td>
<td><strong>119</strong></td>
<td><strong>52</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Detik.com (2017)

Based on Table 1, the number of regions in the 2018 simultaneous regional elections was 171 regions, consisting of 17 provinces, 115 regencies, and 39 municipalities.

Table 2. Number of Regions with Single Candidate Pair in the 2018 Simultaneous Regional Elections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Region Name</th>
<th>Regional Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Deli Serdang</td>
<td>Regency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Padang Lawas Utara</td>
<td>Regency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Prabumulih</td>
<td>Municipality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Pasuruan</td>
<td>Regency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Tangerang</td>
<td>Municipality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Tangerang</td>
<td>Regency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Lebak</td>
<td>Regency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Tapin</td>
<td>Regency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Minahasa Tenggara</td>
<td>Regency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Enrekang</td>
<td>Regency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Makassar</td>
<td>Municipality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Mamasa</td>
<td>Regency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Mamberamo Tengah</td>
<td>Regency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Puncak</td>
<td>Regency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Jayawijaya</td>
<td>Regency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Bone</td>
<td>Regency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Liputan6.com (2018b)
Table 2 shows 16 regions with a single candidate pair in the 2018 simultaneous regional elections in the regency/municipality category. Single candidate pairs occurred in simultaneous regional elections in 2015, 2017, and 2018. However, only in the 2018 simultaneous regional elections, an empty box won against single candidate pair. The winning of an empty box has become a historical record in Indonesia’s election, where a single candidate pair has lost against an empty box for the first time. It is interesting to research that the empty box is only a rectangular picture and has succeeded in winning.

The single candidate pair in the 2018 Makassar regional head election, Munafri Arifuddin, paired with Andi Rachmatika Dewi or better known as Appi-Cicu, is supported by ten political parties, namely Golkar, NasDem, PDI-P, PPP, PBB, Gerindra, PKS, Hanura, PAN, and PKPI (Kompas, 2018a). Munafri Arifuddin is the son-in-law of Aksa Mahmud, owner of the Bosowa Group. Aksa Mahmud is the brother-in-law of Muhammad Jusuf Kalla, Vice President of Indonesia, in 2 periods, 2004-2009 and 2014-2019 (Kompas.com, 2017).

Several previous studies have relevance to this research. First, the factor that causes a single pair of candidates or empty boxes is the cancellation of support from PKPI for issue recommendations for two candidate pairs (Mara, 2018). Second, focus on public participation in the elections: electoral activity, lobbying, organizational activity, contacting, and violence, and also efforts to win empty boxes (Khaerah et al., 2019). Third, focus on the occurrence of single candidate pairs or empty boxes, but there are differences. This study found three factors: Institutional Factors, Political Party Factors, and Power Egoism (Damanik, 2018).

This current research position is to expand and enrich the literature from previous studies. The three previous studies almost have similarities with this research, but what is different with this current research is to observe the citizens of Makassar’s social movements on the winning of the empty box.

The volunteer group for winning the empty box in the 2018 Makassar regional head election consists of several groups at each level. Volunteer group “Salamander” with coverage area at the neighborhood level. Volunteer group “Hunter” with coverage area at the hamlet level. Volunteer group “Bombardir” with coverage area at the urban village level. Volunteer group “Terminator” with coverage area at sub-district level. Volunteer group “Komodor” and with coverage area at the city level.

The winning of the empty box against a single candidate pair in general elections is a historical phenomenon and is the first and the only one to date in Indonesia (Detik.com, 2018). The volunteer movement to winning the empty box in the 2018 Makassar regional head election is different from other regional elections. It is interesting to study the social movements that occur after the disqualification of a candidate pair.

This research discusses how the empty box won in the 2018 Makassar regional head election and describes the volunteer movement in various ways to gain mass support and sympathizers in winning the empty boxes in the 2018 Makassar regional head election.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Complaint Theory

Sidney Tarrow and several other social movement academics modified Marx’s class exploitation concept into a complaint theory to analyze social movements and other political resistance forms. Furthermore, Alberto Melucci argues that a movement formed in reaction to new complaints (Sukmana, 2016).
2.2. Mobilizing Structures Theory

Of course, the complaint theory and mobilizing structures roots in social networks, through which the masses and volunteers are recruited and mobilized. McAdam et al. (1996) define mobilizing structures as “mobilizing structures we mean those collective vehicles, informal as well as formal, through which people mobilize and engage in collective action”. Mobilizing structures are collective actions carried out formally and informally to mobilize people involved in collective action in social movements.

2.3. Framing Theory

In social movements, framing complements the theory of political opportunities and mobilizing structures. Zald argues that cultural tensions and contradictions create complaints and mobilization into a framing process. Framing is also a strategy for achieving the goals of a social movement. Of course, framing requires media. Social movement actors need to frame these actions with slogans and language to stimulate emotion and mobilize the masses and their volunteers. Framing is vital to deliver messages to mobilize the masses and volunteers and gain their support (Situmorang, 2007).

The three theories above are suitable for examining the phenomena in the 2018 Makassar regional head. The complaint theory examines how community disappointment resulted from the disqualification of one of the candidate pairs, making the community feel cheated by the electoral management board. The mass supporters and sympathizers of disqualified candidate pairs turn into empty box volunteers, and disappointed people prefer to vote empty boxes to single candidate pairs.

The mobilizing structures theory examines how this empty box volunteer gathers the masses and sympathizers in winning the empty box. The volunteers’ movement in gathering mass and sympathizers through door-to-door to gain local communities support in Makassar. Framing theory examines how empty box volunteers create issues and how the issues spread. In this case, the empty box volunteer uses the issue of “Memilih Kotak Kosong Adalah Sah” (Vote to the Empty Box is Legal) and the tagline “Jangan Biarkan Makassar Mundur Lagi” (Do not Let Makassar Backward Again).

3. Research Methodology

This research uses descriptive qualitative methods (Creswell, 2013). Descriptive research is a research method used to describe problems in the present or progress, aiming to describe what has happened at the research time. This research aims to describe the winning of the empty box phenomenon and its volunteer movement in the 2018 Makassar regional head election. The informants in this research were empty box volunteers. Selection of informants using a snowball sampling technique. The number of informants in this research were four empty box volunteers. Each volunteer is a member of four volunteer groups with different levels of coverage. Volunteer group “Salamander” with coverage area at the neighborhood level. Volunteer group “Hunter” with coverage area at the hamlet level. Volunteer group “Bombardir” with coverage area at the urban village level. Volunteer group “Terminator” with coverage area at sub-district level. Volunteer group “Komodor” and with coverage area at the city level.

Data collection in this research through interviews, online media, and literature studies then analyze the data in several stages: data reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing/verifying (Moleong, 2005).
4. Results and Discussion

4.1. The Emergence of Empty Box Volunteers

The phenomenon of a single candidate pair against an empty box in Indonesia is not something new in the 2018 simultaneous regional elections. The first single candidate pair emerged in 2015 simultaneous regional elections. However, at that time, the ballot papers will only display options agree and disagree at the bottom of a single candidate pair’s picture (Badan Pengawas Pemilihan Umum Republik Indonesia, 2015). Only then, in the next simultaneous regional elections in 2017 and 2018, the ballot papers display a single candidate pair’s picture side by side with an empty box (Komisi Pemilihan Umum Republik Indonesia, 2017).

The 2018 simultaneous regional elections are different from the two previous simultaneous regional elections. The difference is that the empty box in the previous simultaneous elections has never won against a single candidate pair. While in the 2018 simultaneous regional elections in Makassar, an empty box won against a single candidate pair. The emergence of the empty box in Makassar regional head election certainly has its dynamics.

The beginning of the emergence of an empty box in the Makassar regional head election is interesting. The Makassar regional head election has two candidate pairs: the first candidate pair, Munafri Arifuddin - Andi Rachmatika Dewi with the acronym Appi-Cicu, and the second candidate pair, Mohammad Ramdhan Pomanto - Indira Mulyasari Paramastuti Ilham, with the acronym Danny-Indira or DIAmi (Kompas, 2018a).

The first candidate pair, Munafri Arifuddin, is the CEO of PSM Makassar and is also the son-in-law of Aksa Mahmud, owner of the Bosowa Group. Aksa Mahmud is the brother-in-law of Muhammad Jusuf Kalla, Vice President of Indonesia, in 2 periods, 2004–2009 and 2014–2019 (Kompas.com, 2017), and his pair, Andi Rachmatika Dewi, member of the South Sulawesi Province of House of Representatives (TRIBUNnews, 2018a). Meanwhile, the second candidate pair, Mohammad Ramdhan Pomanto or Danny Pomanto, is the incumbent, while his pair, Indira Mulyasari Paramastuti Ilham, member of the Makassar City of House of Representatives (Liputan6.com, 2018a).

Danny-Indira is running for candidacy in the Makassar regional head election through individual or independent channels by gathering support from Makassar citizens using photocopies of identity cards. Appi-Cicu runs in his candidacy in the Makassar regional head election through political parties. Political parties that support the Appi-Cicu candidate pair consist of Golkar, NasDem, PDI-P, PPP, PBB, Gerindra, PKS, Hanura, PAN, and PKPI. A large amount of support from political parties for the Appi-Cicu candidate pair made the Danny-Indira candidate pair running for candidacy through individual or independent channels. The remaining parties did not have enough seats to support the candidate pair. The General Elections Commission of Makassar City determined candidate pairs through an open plenary meeting on February 12, 2020, at the General Elections Commission Office of Makassar City (Kompas, 2018a).

Drawing the two candidates’ official numbers took place at the Grand Clarion Hotel Makassar on February 13, 2020. The Appi-Cicu pair got the official number 1, while the Danny-Indira pair got the official number 2. However, several days later, the Appi-Cicu pair’s legal team filed a lawsuit against the candidate pair Danny-Indira to the Election Supervisory Board of Makassar City. The lawsuit contains violations committed by Mohammad Ramdhan Pomanto as an incumbent. Appi-Cicu’s legal team’s lawsuit was related to incumbent policies that violated the regional head election rules for candidacy. Three policies violate the rules; first,
cellphones’ distribution to all RT/RW head in Makassar city. Second, the appointment of contract workers to become permanent workers in the Makassar city government. Third, the Makassar city government tagline “2X+Baik” (Two Times Better) as the regional head election campaign’s tagline (TRIBUNnews, 2018b).

Based on the decision of the State High Court of State Administration which was then followed up by the General Elections Commission of Makassar City, the candidate pair Danny-Indira was disqualified from running because they had legally and convincingly violated Law of the Republic of Indonesia Number 10 of 2016 Article 71 Paragraph 3 in conjunction with the 2017 Regulation of General Elections Commission of the Republic of Indonesia Article 89 Paragraph 2 (TRIBUNnews, 2018b).

The incumbent’s disqualification has led to the emergence of the empty box and their supporters, called Empty Box Volunteers. Mohammad Ramdhan Pomanto’s supporters turn into empty box volunteers. The people of Makassar were disappointed with the disqualification process, which benefited one candidate pair (Appi-Cicu).

Disappointment and pride are a strong impetus for the people of Makassar to win an empty box in the Makassar regional head election. Disappointment with unfair electoral management board made empty box volunteers work hard to prove that empty box can win and become the first history in Indonesia where an empty box win against a single candidate pair in an election. Pride is also one reason for volunteers to win an empty box. Danny-Indira’s supporters are entirely humiliated by the Appi-Cicu’s supporters, who mock with insulting words because of the disqualification of their candidate pair. Therefore, as the Bugis-Makassar ethnic group, which puts forward the Siri’ (pride) culture (Abdullah, 1985), they must maintain their dignity by supporting an empty box and winning the election.

4.2. Empty Box Volunteer Movement

The emergence of the empty box volunteer movement as a response complains about the public’s disappointment with the unfair election management body. Empty box volunteers move massively and structurally. These volunteers work at the grassroots to seek mass support to select empty boxes. Mass mobilization by empty box volunteers starts from door-to-door socialization to organizational networks’ development as the organizational wing.

One of the empty box volunteer movements to gather massive supporters and sympathizers is through door-to-door socialization. The people of Makassar still want Mohammad Ramdhan Pomanto to become Mayor of Makassar because of his performance and achievements during his tenure, such as garden aisles, tourism, city cleanliness, and Adipura’s achievements, and other programs. His performance and achievement have motivated the people of Makassar to support an empty box in the Makassar regional head election so that re-election is necessary for 2020. Also, empty box volunteers approach local organizations as volunteer wings for empty boxes to support empty boxes in the Makassar Makassar regional head election.

Regional organizations in the city of Makassar include Laskar Jeneponto, Komunitas Pemuda Utara, Komunitas Turikale, Laskar Karuwisi, Komunitas Massenrengpulu, and other organizations. The local organizations’ approach made the empty box volunteer force more strong and massive in the field to seek mass support and sympathizers.

Issues arose regarding the empty box volunteer rode by politicians. According to Arwan, a coordinator of empty box volunteers “Terminator” of Manggala Sub-district, their movement was not ridden by politicians and moved based on disappointment and pride. It is the efforts of volunteers to win an empty box in the Makassar regional head election. Outside of the volunteers, other political movements want an empty box to win.
Pride, as one of the triggers that made empty box volunteers works hard to gather the masses and supporters in winning the empty box. Most of the disqualified candidate pair supporters, apart from feeling disappointed, also felt embarrassed by the ridicule from supporters of other candidate pairs.

The Bugis-Makassar ethnic group highly upholds *Siri*’ (pride) (Abdullah, 1985). They are ashamed if humiliated but do not fight back. Therefore one option to fight back is to become an empty box’s supporters and defeat a single candidate pair in the Makassar regional head election. They use social networking capital to raise the masses and gain support.

The use of empty box volunteers’ social networks aims to increase the mass and sympathizers. The movement was also successful, as the wishes of the people. Apart from gathering mass and sympathizers by door-to-door and approaching regional organizations, empty box volunteers also campaigned in various ways, such as installing banners in the hallways, walls, and fences of citizens’ houses. The banner contains the message “*Meniliih Kotak Kosong adalah Sah*” (Vote to the Empty Box is Legal), followed by the hashtag “*Lawan Pembegal Demokrasi*” (Fight against Democracy Hijackers).

Empty box volunteers also took action on the protocol roads and distributed leaflets to road users. The action was carried out with the theme “*Selamatkan Suara Rakyat Makassar dan Menangkan Kotak Kosong*” (Save the Makassar People’s Vote and Win the Empty Box). The contents of the leaflets distributed contained “*Pilih Kotak Kosong dan Mengapa Harus Kotak Kosong*” (Vote to the Empty Box and Why Vote to the Empty Box). Almost all activities carried out by empty box volunteers are covered on online media and social media. Public issues promotion through the media has increased the empty box’s supporters. The call to win the empty box with the hashtag “*Jangan Biarkan Makassar Mundur Lagi*” (Do not Let Makassar Backward Again) massive on social media posts.

The empty box volunteers’ struggle has paid off where the empty box wins against a single candidate pair. The total votes in the 2018 Makassar regional head election were 565,040 votes. An empty box received 300,795 of the votes (53.23%), while the Appi-Cicu pair received 262,245 of the votes (46.77%), with a difference of 36,898 votes. In the vote’s recapitulation, an empty box won in 13 Sub-districts in Makassar city. Meanwhile, a single candidate pair, Appi-Cicu, only won in 2 Sub-districts (Kompas.com, 2018b). In the 2018 Makassar regional head election, the final voter list was 1,019,475 voters, 497,386 (49%) were male voters and 522,089 (51%) were female voters (Rakyatku.com, 2018). An empty box officially won the 2018 Makassar regional head election, and as a result, the electoral management board must conduct re-election in 2020.

5. Conclusion

The disqualification of one of the candidate pairs, Mohammad Ramdhan Pomanto - Indira Mulyasari Paramastuti Ilham, led to the 2018 Makassar regional elections leaving only one candidate pair Munafri Arifuddin - Andi Rachmatika Dewi. The disqualification of one of the candidate pairs caused the people of Makassar to be disappointed and considered the electoral management board as unfair. These disappointments or complaints sparked political resistance movements. They formed massive grassroots movement groups called empty box volunteers, aiming to win an empty box in the Makassar regional head election and aiming for election organizers to conduct re-election in 2020. Empty box volunteers have also conducted massive campaigns through online media and social media. One of them was an invitation to win an empty box through a Facebook Group with one of the hashtags, “*Do not Let Makassar Backward Again*.” The movement carried out by empty box volunteers was successful and created history for the first time when empty boxes won against a single candidate pair.
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